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FROM THE PREZ
This year 2020 has been unforgiving, crazy, painful and unprecedented. So what is worse than Covid-19 the
first time? COVID-19 THE SECOND TIME!!!
Please read this piece very carefully – it will be small but the message
is LARGE!
To date we have not lost anyone to this diabolic virus, and we wish to
keep it that way please. It truly is a case that we are all in this
TOGETHER.
Yes it has been fantastic to finally get back onto the field, reignite that
competitive fire, see all the smiles on the faces of children and yes
even feel the pain of defeat. THIS IS SOCCER FOOTBALL and WE LOVE
ALL OF IT!
But to keep on doing this for the rest of the season, WE MUST BE VIGILANT! Please, now is not the time to
drop our guard and allow a second wave of COVID-19 to sweep us back into lockdown and kill off the
season!
I can report to you that this is what has just happened to the Albury Wadonga Association on the New
South Wales Victorian border and what is happening throughout Victoria. We don’t want that to happen in
Sydney and certainly not for the Granville Association. Sadly it appears some nightclub stupidity has caused
small outbreaks in pockets throughout Sydney. The government has acted quickly to contain it and with a
bit of luck, that will not happen.
So please, we must continue to sanitize our hands
regularly and keep safe social distancing practices,
even if it means we have to remind others again and
again. Renew our discipline and maintain it for the
good of us all. If we don’t do our little bit, it could
result in a big heartache… and no one wants that.
Noel Dona,
Club President.
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RESULTS FROM ROUND 02
Some great results were overshadowed by the abandoned Premier League Firsts game we endured on
Saturday night. We were winning the game 3-1 after scoring three second half goals, and with only 18
minutes to go a lack of discipline caused the abandonment of the match. It takes two to tango and because
the referee feared an escalation he believed abandonment was the best course of action. The squad - both
reserves and firsts teams - now faces the prospect of receiving no points from the game, are being stood
down this weekend (and so forfeit the game), and have to face a tribunal next week. All because tempers
could not be held. A salutory lesson to EVERYONE in the club: don’t escalate situations, de-escalate them!
The Club Committee is especially disappointed and will take appropriate action for the team bringing our
club into disrepute.
On a happier note, some teams continued their great start to the season: The U14s have scored 15 goals for
no reply in their first two games, while our U12 Div 3s are up to 9 goals for and none against. The U8
Possums, U9 Koalas and U10 Dolphins also recorded second wins, with the Possums triumphing in a nine
goal thriller. Well done to all teams and their coaches.
The U12 Div. 4 team’s opponents forfeited their match with enough notice for the club to organise a trial
match against another U12 team that had a bye for the round. Congratulations go to club President Noel for
ensuring the weekend wasn’t wasted for two teams of players -- even if he did accidentally double-book our
main field!
Special mention goes to the Under 8 Wombats team, led by coach Michael. Their game was a joy to referee
with great spirit shown by both teams of players. At the game’s end I was letting all know how much time
was left ... 30 seconds to go, 20 seconds to go ... 10 seconds ... and then we all watched as a Granville player
put the ball into the net to equalize the game! I got to blow for the goal and then immediately blow for full
time. What a thrilling end to a great contest!

Age Group | Div.
08 Koalas
08 Possums
08 Wombats
09 Koalas
09 Wombats
10 Dolphins
10 Koalas
10 Wombats
11 Koalas
12 Div. 3
12 Div. 4
14 Div. 3
16 Combined
AAM Div. 4
Premier League Res.
Premier League 1sts

Home Team
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Auburn FC
Granville Waratah SFC
Wenty Waratah
Granville Waratah SFC
Auburn District
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Newington Gunners
Granville Waratah SFC
Rydalmere FC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC

Home Score Away Score
2
5
1
0
BYE
1
12
4
2
2
0 (forfeit)
6
0
0
7
Match
2

Away Team

2
4
1
5

Toongabbie Demons
Holroyd Rangers
Pendle Hill Tigers
Granville Waratah SFC

3
3
0
3
0
3
0
1
4
2
Abandoned

Granville Waratah SFC
Pendle Hill Tigers
Granville Waratah SFC
Lidcombe Waratah
Wentworth Uniting
Granville Waratah SFC
Pendle Hill Tigers
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Kewpies
Guildford County
Guildford County
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MATCH REPORTS
It is our intention to feature in all newsletters, every match report we receive. Coaches, managers and
parents, please organise among you to ensure someone is selected to write a report of the match!
All previous newsletters are available from the club website via this link:
http://granvillewaratah.com/wp/newsletters/
Please Note: The final score will only be shown for U8s and up. For 6s and 7s we don’t want to encourage
parents to focus on the score but how much fun and enjoyment their kids are having.
Each week we choose the best report to be the Featured Match Report, this week the Under 6 Possums
are front and centre for being left out last week when they had the best report and photos!

Under 6 Possums – Featured Match Report
Round 1 - The morning of July 4 turned out to be a beautiful one - with the tiny-tots of Granville Waratah
and Wenty Waratah donning their uniforms, joining in to enjoy the wonderful weather - and probably
playing the very first soccer game of their lives.
The day started off looking a little grim
with some light rain pouring down, but
it seems like the weather gods also
could not wait to see the cute
champions kick-off the season!
The Granville Possoms were dominant
most of the time, with a heavy
forwards strategy, however, they had
often left their defense weak - letting
the opposition to take strike.
The first half was largely dominated by
the opposition goals, but the team got
their act together in the second half,
with some more understanding of the
game.
Ilyas showed his tricks with the first goal for Possoms, and a second one was a team play with Edin kicking
the ball straight in after receiving a wonderful pass.
Agni dominated the opposition with his energetic field coverage. Avyaan and Deeksha showed their best
team performance and discipline by heading strong on the forwards. The team missed another star player
Shrineel this match.
The Sun showed bright, leaving their full-sleeve tees as a bit of over-covering. The half-time was a moment
to get together and decide on team tactics and relish the nicely diced oranges from Asmaa.
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No one could have done without coach
Anubha's strict discipline of providing
well-timed rest sessions to the kids by
rotation. I cherished running around
with the kids - just to become one of
them.
I have closely seen their practice
sessions, and can vouch for their team
spirit during the match. The kids learnt
what it felt like to be a part of a well-knit
group and the highs of goals being hit on
the opponent teams. They only left
stronger than before as a team.
The patience and encouragement of
each parent made this day a wonderful one. Hoping to see more from the season. Stay tuned!

Round 2 - Our match on July 11th against Holroyd Rangers was a very enjoyable experience. While the day
started off with slight rain from early morning, the weather cleared up towards the beginning of the match.
The Holroyds came in with 3 champions and put up a brave front. Granville sportingly lent Holroyd some
Granville players on rotational basis to make the match even in playing personel.
The Holroyd cuties kicked off with a
misplaced goal to help Granville, giving
them a much wanted lead and a boost to
their confidence.
Shreenil and Deeksha helped in the first
half by reversing their jerseys to show
their spirit of good play and playing for
Rangers.
While they tried their might, the home
team supported by Avyaan, Erin, Agni
and Ilyas proved very difficult to contain
with continuous pressure against the
opponents.
In the second half, Agni and Ilyas very
sportingly supported their opponents, but Granville had their heavy-weights prove their strength.
Shreenil came in often to defend - which was an amazing display of game process, while Ilyas emerged a
true champion with 4 to 5 near-win goals. Deeksha showed her newly learnt dribbling and tackling skills
while Agni proved again that he was undefendable...
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Overall, the kids enjoyed every minute. The
oranges proved to be a refreshing boost at
half-time. It was wonderful to see that bad
weather could not dampen the spirit of the
game for any player, and that kids can standup without bias and display true
sportsmanship when situation demands.
Thanks to every parent for their sincere
encouragement - the team spirit just boosts
up 100% when the kids see their parents
generously stay focussed and get themselves
into the game.
Can't wait to see the season bringing out the
champion in each of these kids...
Coach Anubha and Arun
Reports by Arun
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Under 6 Wombats
Saturday's game against Rydalmere FC Red at 8:30am was a cold rainy start for the kids but we were
treated to some great action from the team and plenty of goals.
Rutvi played well and got involved in some good tackles and passed well to the others also putting the ball
in play with some great kicks.
Aditya was very involved with the game, tackled very well and took possession many times. Aditya dribbled
very well to score plenty of goals, great striking Aditya.
Sreeyan was very fast to the ball and managed some great controlled dribbles. Sreeyan did well both
defensively and on the offence.
Rohan chased the ball hard and managed to clear the ball out of the opposition, he was very fast and
chased the opposition strikers well.
Krithik scored a great goal. Well done Krithik! He was very involved in tackling also.
Aiden did really well and was very brave with his tackles and big kicks to put the ball in play, he did really
well and was always concentrating on the game. Well done.
Herschel was very fast and got to dribble the ball many times around the opposition defenders, he was very
strong in tackling the opposition.
In summary, the kids did great and the improvement in ball control was very impressive. I was very proud of
how they played against a good opposition and kept positive the entire game. The kids kept the formation
most of the time and we will keep this going in practice. We need to improve on our defense and chasing
the ball more, looking forward to practise in training.
The Player of the Match was awarded to Aditya. Well done buddy!
Coach Melvin
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Under 7 Koalas
The Under 7 Koalas came up against Toongabbie Demons on the weekend. Though it was drizzling, the
little champs were excited to play their 2nd match of the season.
During the first half, the away team was leading by a couple of goals which kept all our players on their toes
to tackle them.
The team came out in the second half on fire! Our
players were all ignited and showed a spectacular
performance to score a couple of unanswered
goals to draw the game!
It was a great game and the watching parents were
treated to fantastic efforts by both the teams!
Arjun scored 2 great goals and became hero of the
day!! In one memorable moment, he saw an
opportunity and dribbled the ball away from the
defenders all the way to the other end to score.
Well done Arjun!
Karthik did well defensively and tackled the opposition very well. Though he’s just started playing this year,
his confidence and dedication towards the game makes him a unique player for the team. We are proud of
you Karthik!
Roy was very involved with the game and was always in the action. He cleared the ball many times and
enabled the team to spread out. He is a great team player. Great kicking Roy!
Shrey had a good run to the goal ,the kick was very close to a goal and just missed as the opposition
defended the ball near the goal. Good stuff Shrey!
Drisha & Mani made some good runs too and defended the opposition well. I am sure you have got some
confidence which will enable you to perform well in upcoming matches of the season. Keep it up Drisha and
Mani!
Samridh worked hard to get involved at
every opportunity and tried to tackle the
opposition. Keep it up Samridh!
Last but not the least , we missed one of our
great players Khang for the match this week.
Hopeful to see your signature kick in the
upcoming matches!
Coach Victor
Coach's Player of the Match - Arjun
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Under 7 Possums
The U7 Possums were up against Wenty Waratah on the weekend. Our little fighters together with the
parents are all excited even though there was some rain early on.
I would like to introduce, L to R (see below) – Vivaan, Hridhaan, Saif, Leo, Vihaan, Deekshita, Emir, Zak, and
Hreyansh.
Our Under 7 Possums team did very well to ensure everyone got to play and enjoy the game. The game was
fought with never-give-up attitudes which resulted in lots goals for Granville but just a few more for the
opposition.
These little fighter possums have improved in fitness and also managed to overcome their nervousness
during the game.
To the parents, it is an acknowledgement that the given support for making the team happen is highly
appreciated.
Please keep the support up for all the games yet to come. Well done Possums!!!
Coach Leong
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Under 8 Koalas
What a game to watch from a the sidelines! For our match against Toongabbie Demons, both teams came
out wanting the win.
The opposition were a strong team and scored first. But our boys did not give up. After relentless attacking
and peppering the opposition goal with shots, the players were rewarded for their efforts with a fine goal to
make it 1-1.
The game continued with our boys fighting hard but the opposition had some opportunities to score and
they converted one to put them a goal ahead.
This made our boys step up a level and play for the equaliser. The boys kept pushing against the opposition,
locking them in their half to finally get the second goal to even it up for the second time.
Parents were cheering the boys on for the 3rd goal to win the match. In the dying seconds of the game, the
team won a corner. The ball was whipped in and all we needed was to get a boot on it. But unfortunately
the opposition were too good and cleared the ball.
The whistle went for full time and the game finished at 2-2 but what an effort! We saw a wonderful fight by
the boys to come back from behind twice. Great game!
Coach Ferras
Final Score: a 2 – 2 draw
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Under 8 Possums
There was some early rain Saturday morning threatening to pause our season once again after only one
round of soccer, fortunately for everyone who had made the effort to get up for our 9am kick-off, the
showers were light and the dark clouds parted, making way for blue sky and a much anticipated match
against the Holroyd Rangers at Belmore Park.
For the last couple of years, I’ve observed teams representing Holroyd to be well coached and contain
plenty of skilful ballplayers, so I warned the team ahead of time that we may face a decent challenge this
week. The boys trained really well mid-week and so my pre-match talk was just to reinforce what we’d
practiced in spreading out and passing the ball to an open player.

Despite the good preparation, Holroyd started the game far more switched on than us and after only 42
seconds of play they had already hit the back of our net with their first goal. By the look on their faces I
could tell our players were a little shocked by this, but they tried to shake it off quickly and regroup as if it
never happened. Holroyd, however, continued to attack as a group through the middle of the field utilising
their best players’ dribbling skills to score another two goals in quick succession. Our goalkeeper Liam was
doing his best to defend the goalmouth and at one point made a fantastic save only for the deflection to fall
into the path of an opposition striker.
I began to question our game plan to spread out and pass as it seemed to work against us in the first 10
minutes, being three goals down and watching Holroyd dominate us by coming in waves as a group,
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outnumbering our players through the centre. Sensing their growing disappointment at how the game was
going, I encouraged the team to keep working hard and to stay positive. Sure enough before long we were
starting string our passes together and find space on the outer edges of Holroyd’s defense. Confidence
began to grow after Zoran scored our first goal, it brought both relief and belief to the team (including the
parents). Everyone was starting to get more involved in the game, Bijad was timing his interceptions well
and Adnan was showing great commitment and an ability to read the game. Sayan scored another timely
goal for us just before halftime, giving us the momentum we needed going into the break.
I congratulated the team on a great fightback after having their backs against the wall early in the match they had stuck to our plan and it was beginning to pay off the longer the game went on. Now that we were
back in the match, it was now up to the players to finish the second half with intent, energy and good
decision making on and off the ball.
Ashutosh was busy in the centre of every play, while Sineth was working hard to retain procession on the
ball making several good runs in and around the Holroyd defense, often breaking clear to link up with other
team mates to attack the oppositions goal. Sayan was the beneficiary of one such run from Sineth, scoring
our third goal to equalise and raise the excitement level of the players.
Holroyd wasn’t about to give up though and they were able to score once more to get their noses in front
and remind us they still wanted to win this game too. Tristan was making a good job of keeping in the
second half and in particular his goal kicks to open players out wide to the likes of Liam and Zoran, were
firm and effective in driving our attack from the back.
One of the stand-out moments for the match was a pinpoint corner kick from Zoran which sailed over the
heads of the whole Holroyd team landing at the feet of Sineth and Sayan waiting in front of goal unmarked,
with Sayan taking the honours once again to level the scores.
Granville was beginning to dominate the game as Holroyd’s defense seemed confused and in disarray. We
were unlucky not to score with a few more solid attempts
going agonisingly past the outside of the posts. Then
finally the loudest cheers of the match were heard when
Sayan (pictured right), our Player of the Match, struck his
fourth goal and the match winner to make it 5-4 in our
favour.
This was an exhilarating match from our players, who
showed great resilience and team spirit to come from
behind and win. I was so proud of the boys’ effort after the
initial disappointment of being down three goals and I
sense we will draw great strength as a team from an
inspiring game like this so early in our season together.
Coach Anthony.
Coach's Player of the Match - Sayan
Final Score: 5 – 4 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 8 Wombats
The kids were excited to be out on the field even though
it was raining for our round two match against Pendle
Hill Tigers.
I was extremely proud of the way the team dominated
the match. The opponents had to sustain wave after
wave of attack from our Waratahs.
This week the team focused on our positions on the
field. Aditya was our first half goalkeeper and did well to
pick up the ball several times.
Tania and Rania started off as our defenders. Rania was very good at following the coaches instructions to
hold the back line. Tania was more focused on using her energy to chase the ball around in the midfield.
Both players made very good tackles and contributions to the team. Thank you girls!
Zain, Jyanshu and Yash played as our midfielders. Zain made
several very good solo dribbles with weaving runs around
defenders. Yash was very good in the holding midfield role.
He was able to make tackles early on and pass the ball wide
to his teammates. Jyanshu put in a good effort and covered a
lot of ground to win back the ball for our team. Savya was
our striker up front where he could use his speed.
The opponents scored the first goal of the match in the first
half. It was very much against the run of play. Our Waratahs
spent most of the half attacking the opponents goal but the
ball refused to go in. Zain even hit the post!
The ref blew the whistle for half time and we had a team talk. We focused on all the good things we were
doing and I asked the team to continue doing the same for the second half.
The second half played out much like the first. We attacked and attacked but the ball would not go in.
Pendle Hill were defending their goal line very well.
Almost 20 minutes had past and I thought we would not
be rewarded for our play. The whistle was about to go
and it was the last play of the match. However, up
stepped Aditya and finally, with the very last kick of the
game, the ball went in! GOAL!
Great work team for not giving up till the very end. What
a great day it was, rain and all!
Coach Michael
Final Score: a 1 – 1 draw
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Under 9 Koalas
Two weeks. Two games. Two wins. 5-1 and 5-0!
For our home match against Toongabbie Demons in round 1 the team came out 5-0 winners (even though
they were coachless in the first half), while on the weekend just past the players managed to score five
goals yet again against Auburn FC, conceding just the one goal (but we had one goal disallowed).
The team normally sets out with these player positions: we have Miles as goalkeeper, Jahia as the main
defender, for the sweeper midfielders we have Owen, Nawaf and Aaryan, and for the strikers we have
Aarya, Juwon, Kaushik, and Troy.
The team is much the same as last season albiet with two newcomers and two players promoted from last
year’s Possums.
Their brains and bodies now working in sync and covid isolation only seems to have helped. These boys are
committed, humble and hungry. They complement each other spectacularly well and will be firm friends by
the end of season.
There is magic in this team. It will take greater magic to defeat us. Come see us play!
Coach Paul
Round 1 Final Score: 5 – 1 to Granville Waratah SFC
Round 2 Final Score: 0 – 5 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 10 Dolphins
Our second match of the season saw us travel out to South Wentworthville to take on Wenty Waratah. Last
year's Dolphins came out 5-2 winners in the one game played between the clubs; the team played well and
with confidence. Would we see some of the same, something better, or a regression to a lower level of
play? The answer, dear readers, is that the game was a joy to watch. The team played better than all
previous efforts with the stand-out statistic being the completed pass count and player confidence on the
ball.
We were without Ethan and Joseph and
so we lined up with just the nine players
with no reserves. The team welcomed
Ramcharan as a permanent addition to
the squad following some good
recruitment to the U10 age group and
Ram fitted in like he'd always been in the
team. Well done and welcome Ram!
The game kicked off and it wasn't long
before the Dolphins took the lead.
Nathan ran at the defense but lost the
ball to a defender, who then lost control
himself allowing Nathan to tip the ball
into the net after reacting quicker to the
mistake.

Elijah with a great attacking run

The early goal was wonderful for team
confidence and the passes were starting
to stick. Most impressive were all the
cushioned passes on display, players were
making it easy for each other and we were
keeping possession for fun. Lots of forays
into the final third were made but not too
many chances were coming from all this
good work.
Then we started to get some shots at goal
which resulted in an unfortunate owngoal for Wenty. Our second goal came
from one of these shots at goal that hit
The team celebrates a lucky but well-deserved goal
the head of a Wenty player and went into
the net. But the team made the luck with
some sustained pressure in the lead-up to the goal and we went into the break with a two goal cushion.
We swapped goalies in the second half, Nathan going in goals replacing Anuj, and, having nothing to say at
our half-time break other than “more of the same please”, we kicked off once again.
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Our lack of any reserves was starting
to tell with players not reacting as fast
in situations and the game became a
bit more even and open-ended.
A failed attack saw Granville with lots
of players up the pitch and Wenty
capitalised to be able to shoot
unimpeded from the edge of the area
and they scored with a well-taken
shot, our first conceded goal for the
season. Suddenly Wenty were back in
the game and I think Granville players
reacted with a bit more seriousness
about their play and the energy was
suddenly back.
The team then restored our two goal
buffer after an almighty scramble in
the box. Most of the team were there
with most of the opposition, all
crowded together trying to kick an
inflated ball through a forest of legs,
but mostly failing. Thankfully, Wenty
were just a little bit better at failing
than us and we somehow bundled the
ball over the line for our third goal! I
think it was Ram who got the last
touch, but most of the team were in
there like it was a mosh pit and the
beat had just dropped, so it was a
team effort really.

Ishan about to pull the trigger

Josh dribbling into space with Ram in close support

And before we knew it the full time
whistle went and our second win of the season was secured. It was very satisfying to watch such
accomplished football from the players, most of whom are yet to turn 10 years old. But the team can get
better and will need to, quickly, as our next match is against Holroyd Rangers who have scored 17 goals in
their first two matches (!).
Come along to our home ground at 9am this Saturday for what should be a gripping, high-scoring match! Go
Granville Waratah SFC!
Coach Andy
Coach’s Player of the Match: Troy
Final Score: 1 – 3 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 10 Koalas
Our match against Pendle Hill on the
weekend ended with a 12-3 win score-line.
The boys are starting to play some lovely
football. They have started to understand
the team structures and it showed on the
scoreboard.
Our goal-scorers for the match: Lucas 4,
Karim 4, Mareil 3, and Alexi 1.
Excellent performance by the boys, keep up
the good work!
Coach Alex
Final Score: 12 – 3 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 11 Koalas
The boys put in a good start to the match against Lidcombe Waratah, moving the ball around the park
nicely, tackling hard and it was nice to have a full team of nine on the field.
From the fullbacks to the forward we looked strong and we put pressure on the Lidcombe team. After some
back and forward attack and counter attack play, a nice period of pressure saw Deon breakaway with a
good shot and put it past their keeper and into the back of the net (see picture below). He really enjoys
scoring and is getting good at it!
No time to celebrate as Lidcombe attacked and counter attacked and put a lot of pressure on us. We
scrambled and defended well for a while, inspired by Player of the Match Leo who tackled strong all game
but with a moment's lapse of concentration, Lidcombe found a gap through the centre and scored a goal,
followed by another soon after. This is something we will work on at training as we lost our structure and
shape and allowed holes in our defence.

In the second half it was a very close back and forward match. We changed goal keepers putting Harish on
the field for his first time this year and Rayan in front of the net. Even though he played fantastic making
many great saves, they did sneak one against him.
The team did not lose heart at 3-1 down and continued playing well and eventually clawed one back with a
nice strike by Dhruv to open his account for the season. After that we had our chances but could not find
the equalizer.
Despite the loss I was pleased with our continued development and improvement and look forward to
seeing it continue next week.
Coach Noel
Final Score: 2 – 3 to Lidcombe Waratah
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Under 12 Div. 3
Up and At ‘Em - An evenly-matched and hard-fought game this day, where the U12 Division 3 Waratahs
ultimately came out on top of Wentworthville Uniting FC with a 2 - 0 win.
First time for our team at the new home ground of Belmore Park and the field worked a treat, even in the
wet. The damp on the ball and the slick on the grass, made for an even deadlier head-to-head with two
driven, focused and determined teams.Wentworthville held possession of the ball more and were probably
more often in our half of the field, but the Waratah defensive game was so strong and our attack were
better able to take advantage of opportunities they created.
The first of our two goals, scored in the first half – technically an own goal – was off the back of a brilliantly
struck corner from Ali S (quickly becoming his signature move, see picture below), that surely was going to
find its way in regardless.

Ali S with one of his his signature winning corners

The second goal of two came in the second half from Akeem – a self-made
opportunity, as he took the ball all the way up the field himself to deliver it
into the back of their net (quickly becoming his own signature move).
Goalie Number One, Ian (pictured right), was a non-stop goal-rejecting
demon – time after time; consistently moving out from his posts even to
fearlessly take on any interlopers face to face.
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Sarth was there by Ian’s side too, denying attempt after attempt from the opposition – his own head a
valuable tool in doing so (It’s worth the
pain, my friend!).
Likewise, Tahaa provided solid and
consistent defence against the dogged
Wentworthville team. Kryan made
good use of his time on the field,
quality defensive measures put into
place.
Angus, Saharsh and Ethan were
relentless in covering as much of the
field and as many players as possible
throughout. Fahad, Ali, and Adee
maintained integral support near and
far.

Kyran showing them what's what

Nithin was just shy of converting a penalty kick opportunity; while Seif was unlucky in seeing his many
efforts not resulting in scored goals. (Keep up the good, hard work!).
A great team effort all round; and a great plan of game and execution from the coach.
Coach Steve
Coach’s Player of the Match:
Ian
Report by From the Sidelines
Final Score: 2 – 0 to Granville
Waratah SFC

Coach Steve braving the
elements with his team

Saharsh in the groove
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Under 14 Div. 3
First home game for the under 14’s, with some early morning rain, however this was not going to dampen
the fired-up team. Our opponents today were the Pendle Hill Tigers.
The team started off with positive play and attacking our opponent. Early dominance in the game earned us
a free kick just outside the penalty area. Our reliable free kick expert Dev stepped up and placed a beautiful
shot through the wall to find the back of the net after just seven minutes of play.
On the 14-minute mark, Dev had another free kick in similar location thanks to a great run down the right
wing by Gene who was subsequently fouled. Dev tucked it away beautifully to make it 2 -0.
Our third goal came from some great runs by Ankit and Vihaan on the left, before Wisam ran in and
finished off a great shot to make it 3-0, before the break.
The second half started with some great runs by Ricky and Bryson down the flanks while Soumil and Dean
ensured nothing went past the back line. After some great play along the left wing, Dev placed a great
through ball to find Dean in the middle, to finish off an easy goal to make it 4-0.
We then saw some great work in the mid-field by Dev, Emran & Abhijit to release Wisam to score our fifth
goal. Pendle Hill did threaten our goals a few times, but Manraj was prepared and determined to keep a
clean sheet once again.
Our final goal came from Wisam. After intercepting the ball on the halfway line, he was determined to go
all the way and managed to dribble past four players before finishing off a great goal and completing his
hat-trick. Well done Wisam!
Ricky also had a great opportunity to score but just sent the ball wide.
The team also
improved on the
club’s
victory
song after the
match (with club
president Noel’s
help!).
Well done team!
Coach Goran
Final Score: 6 – 0
to Granville
Waratah SFC
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Under 16 Combined
After the good performance and the loss in the first game 3-1, we went to the following training with one
thing in mind, train hard and get our game going, and that was it. Full power on Tuesday and Thursday
leading up to the second round game with one thing in mind: play well and get that win!
In the first game, we lost Rodney for the season as he suffered a hip injury that will see him on the side line
for the rest of the season (we wish you the very best recovery Rodney!), Shree with a thigh injury, and a
couple more players not fit 100% with minor injuries here and there.
We were against Rydalmere FC on the weekend and we started the game in a high gear and a full speed
ahead attitude. The team’s performance was spectacular, from the first touch to the last touch throughout
the game we dominated position, style and chances, but unfortunately, we couldn’t hit the back of the net.
The first half ended 0-0 but I would award ten out of ten for the performance. The second half started and
we went to work but with fun and confidence that we will get our win and that we are the better team.
After a missed penalty from both teams, we had our chances and finally Ahmed drilled the ball into the
back of the net with a stylish shot into the top corner of the goal to make it 1-0 Granville.
But the work didn’t slow down or stop the entire game.
The back four, lead by Ali, did an amazing job and also our goal keeper Rishabh who made me feel like the
team had (famous German goalkeeper) Neuer in goals with his saves and playing as our sweeper. Our new
Rodney, Bol, was a gun on the wing, and Moey on the other side of the field with our left back Etash both
played with style in defense and attack.
All the boys did put their heart on the field and played an
amazing football with short passes, without a ball runs and they
did it with confidence. Not take it away from the boys as they all
did great, but Hayder was our star as he played in several
positions and he mastered all with his confidence and skills.
Coach Zac
Final Score: 0 – 1 to Granville Waratah SFC

Hayder with one of many attacking runs
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